
Kangchenjunga Central and Main offered a possibility, we decided to attempt an
ascent by this rear way. On the 15 May, we pitched a light Camp 4- (just one tent) at a
height of almost 7800m at the base of the couloir. Two days later, 3 Sherpas and 3
members of the team prepared this Camp with everything necessary for making an
attempt the following day. Thus on the 18th at about 6.30am, Narcis Serrat,
Francesc M. Troya and the Sherpa Phuri set off for the summit. Progress was very
slow and tiring since they kept sinking into the snow up to their knees, and also on
account of the weight of the oxygen tanks (about 13kg).

At 2.00pm towards 8200m, the lack of oxygen forced one of them to abandon the
ascent. It was Troya, who undertook a rapid descent. The other two carried on via
some channels of rock and ice and later via a ridge. At 4-.30pm they arrived at the
point they had aimed for; from there they could see clearly the other points which
form the Kangsch Central Peak. The height according to the altimeter was 8HOm.
The wind, cold, fatigue, late hour and lack of oxygen compelled them to descend
rapidly. Close on 8.00pm, already well after dark, they arrived at Camp 3 where
various companions, amongst them a doctor, were waiting.

During the return trek we had a new lot of problems owing to lack of porters, many
of them now busy with work in the fields. We had to abandon some 20 loads.

On 13June we arrived in Kathmandu and, the final negotiations completed, we set
out for home on the 15th. Finally, after a very fatiguing voyage, we arrived back at
Terrassa on 5 July.

The British Kishtwar Himalaya expedition
1979
Anthony Wheaton

This expedition, consisting of Anthony Wheaton, Richard Hester, Hugh
Thornbery, Don Mabbs, Chris Parkin and Peter B1ackburn, set out to climb
Brammah's Wife (54-l8m) and Eiger (5513m) by alpine style techniques without
using fixed ropes or camps on the mountain. Our arrival in late August at base camp
in the Nanth Nullar beside the Brammah glacier at 3600m coincided with the
deterioration of the weather; decreasing temperatures and daily storms dominated
and restricted our climbing.

We planned to climb Brammah's Wife by a ridge on the'W side of the icefall up to
the W col, whence a steep but continuou snow slope led to the top. Thornbery and
Mabbs made the first attempt, but the ridge was blocked by a subsidiary hanging
glacier, previously hidden by the bad weather. This, coupled with further route
finding difficulties, caused them to retreat on the second day after Mabbs had mild
frostbite in his toes.
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Later Hester and I made use of their experience by traversing underneath the
hanging glacier and then climbing a long snow gully up the W side of the ridge to the
crest and a bivouac. By continuing along the ridge and then round the top of the
icefall, we reached the W col, only to find a tent! Much to our surprise and
disappointment, 3 Poles returned that day from climbing the mountain. A storm
broke out that evening and trapped us for a day. A lull in the storm and intense cold
woke us at 1.00 am on the 4th day; as settled weather was our only chance of success,
we left immediately (by 3.00 am) taking no equipment, not even a rope, as the snow
slope looked easy and speed was essential while the good weather lasted.

However, having climbed 800m, at first light we were barred from the summit by
200m of steep slabs covered with ice and a metre of fresh snow. Unable to avoid this
unexpected 'sting in the tail' we continued solo climbing a steep, long and hard ramp
to the SW ridge. The storm returned as we climbed around gendarmes on the ridge to
reach the summit at 10.00 am on 17 September. Heavy snow and biting cold winds
forced us to depart quickly after taking a few photographs, and had obliterated our
footsteps and obscured the descent route. We climbed down slowly over the slabs, but
were able to slide down the snow slope for 800m to the W col. Lack of food forced us
down the next day. The appalling conditions led us to work out a new route avoiding
the icy rock ridge. As we reached the valley the snow stopped and the storm cleared to
give a glorious sunset.

As winter had arrived with a vengeance and covered the rock face of Eiger with
snow, we had to leave the mountains.

Note Brammah's Wife was first climbed by Polish parties from the Lublin Students'
Alpine Club on 28/9/1978 and 30/9/1978. The second ascent took place on 15/9/1979
by a Polish party from Krakow Students' Alpine Club.

This latter expedition also climbed Pt 6013m, immediately E of Eiger.

Crevasse danger

WaIter Kirstein

When I was in Pontresina in 1980 I renewed my acquaintance with Dr R. Campell,
Snr. a past Central President of the SAC. I met him first some years ago when he
came to London as the Swiss member of the ICAR (International Alpine Rescue
Committee). Dr Campell is now a very old gentleman who, during his life, has played
a great part in Swiss Alpinism. As a doctor he has written books about the treatment
of injuries which happen to climbers in the mountains. Now in his 87th year he has
recently written a booklet in which I found a chapter entitled 'In the Glacier
Crevasse' which interested me greatly. It tells the story of a crevasse accident on the
Sella Glacier at the end of the Roseg Valley where he was summoned as doctor and as
a member of the Mountain Rescue team.

In the AJ 1970 I wrote about a winter ski tour, climbing Palu from the south. At
that time I used the report which had appeared in the SAC journal but did not
mention an incident that happened to our party when we climbed the Sella glacier.
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